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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF FULTON COUNTY
STATE OF GEORGIA

RUNZHOU ZHANG, CRAIG STUDER,
HZS USA, LLC, and ZHP, LLC

)
)
)

Plaintiffs,

Civil Action File No.
2014CV243669

)
)

v.

)
)

SCOTT HOSTETLER,

)
)

Defendant.

)

FINAL ORDER AND JUDGMENT
This matter is before the Court on Defendant Scott Hostetler's Petition to Confirm
Arbitration Award which was filed on April 12,2016.

Plaintiffs Runzhou Zhang ("Zhang"),

Craig Studer ("Studer"), HZS USA, LLC ("HZS") and ZHP, LLC's ("ZHP") (collectively
"Plaintiffs") also filed a Motion to Vacate Arbitration Award on June 23,2016. Upon
consideration of the Petition and the Motion, the briefs submitted, as well as oral argument heard
on September 14,2016,

the Court finds as follows:

At issue is the Corrected Final Arbitration Award entered on April 8, 2016 (the "Final
Award")

I,

by a sole arbitrator in the JAMS arbitration case styled Scott Hostetler VS. HZS USA,

LLC, ZHP, LLC, Runzhou Zhang and Craig Studer, Arbitration No. 1440004537.

A copy is

attached as Exhibit A. The arbitration arose out of alleged breaches of a Confidential Settlement
Agreement and Mutual Release ("Settlement Agreement") reached on October 7,2014, as the
result of this lawsuit concerning various business disputes among the parties. The Settlement
Agreement set forth the various non-monetary and monetary obligations of each party.

I

The original Final Award was dated March 25, 2016, but corrected for typographical errors.

Hostetler claimed Plaintiffs violated the Settlement Agreement by (1) failing to
immediately commence reasonable efforts to remove his name from HZS and to cease to
continue to use Hostetler's

name; (2) violating the confidentiality provisions of the Settlement

Agreement; (3) violating the communication
misappropriating

provision regarding Hostetler's

departure; (4)

intellectual property; and (5) failing to fulfill obligations with respect to the

liability of the Landscape Department.

Hostetler also alleged Plaintiffs' breaches had given rise

to the tort claims of defamation, theft of personal intellectual property and tortious interference
with business relationships which resulted in the delay of payment on certain projects and the
loss of a number of projects, including one with Harbin China Merchants?
On May 19,2015,

Hostetler submitted a Demand for Expedited Arbitration to initiate

arbitration proceedings after mediation failed to resolve alleged breaches of the Settlement
Agreement.'

The arbitrator conducted a five-day evidentiary hearing and considered post-

hearing briefs regarding whether the tort claims were subject to arbitration.

On April 8, 2016,

the arbitrator submitted the Final Award to the parties, awarding Hostetler various forms of
relief. Hostetler asks the Court to confirm the Final Award; Plaintiffs ask the Court to vacate it.

2 The Final Award lays out the evidence and testimony of record before the arbitrator, her
conclusions and findings and her final award. Therefore, there is no need to repeat them here.
3 The Settlement Agreement contained the following arbitration clause:

The Parties agree that any and all disputes or claims arising under this Settlement
Agreement, other than enforcement of payment in Section 1 above, shall be
subject to expedited mediation in Atlanta before Ralph Levy, Esq. If the Parties
are not able to resolve any such dispute in mediation, mediation will be followed
by binding arbitration before a mutually agreed-upon JAMS neutral pursuant to
the Expedited Procedures in Rules 16.1 and 16.2 of the JAMS Comprehensive
Arbitration Rules and Procedures ("the JAMS Rules").
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Under the Georgia Arbitration Code ("GAC"),

O.C.G.A.

§9-9-1,

et seq., 4 the courts give

extraordinary deference to the arbitration process and awards. Berger v. Welsh, 326 Ga. App.
290,291 (2014) (citations omitted). Judicial review of an arbitration award is limited and a trial
court may only vacate an award based on specified statutory grounds. Dan J. Sheehan Co. v.
McCrory Cont. Co., 284 Ga. App. 159,161 (2007). Under Georgia statute:
The award shall be vacated on the application of a party who ... participated in
the arbitration ... if the [reviewing] court finds that the rights of the party were
prejudiced by: (1) corruption, fraud, or misconduct in procuring the award; (2)
partiality of an arbitrator appointed as a neutral; (3) an overstepping by the
arbitrators of their authority or such imperfect execution of it that a final and
definite award upon the subject matter submitted was not made; (4) a failure to
follow the procedure of this part, unless the party applying to vacate the award
continued with the arbitration with notice of this failure and without objection, or
(5) the arbitrator's manifest disregard of the law.
O.CG.A. § 9-9-13(b).

A "reviewing court is prohibited from weighing the evidence submitted

before the arbitrator, regardless of whether the court believes there to be sufficient evidence, or
even any evidence, to support the award." Greene v. Hundley, 266 Ga. 592, 596-97 (1996).
Plaintiffs seek to vacate the arbitration award on the grounds the arbitrator (1) overstepped her
authority, (2) failed to follow statutory procedure, and (3) manifestly disregarded the law.
1. Tort Claims: Overstepping Arbitral Authority and Manifest Disregard of the Law

Plaintiffs allege the arbitrator overstepped her authority by considering the tort claims not
arising under the Settlement Agreement.
"Overstepping" like the other grounds for vacating arbitration awards is very
limited in scope. "Overstepping" has been described as "addressing issues not

The parties dispute whether the Federal Arbitration Act ("FAA") or the GAC applies in this
action. The Settlement Agreement states it is to be "governed and construed in accordance with
the laws of the State of Georgia law without regard to laws relating to conflict and choice of
laws." While the FAA typically applies to contracts involving interstate commerce like the
contract here, the Court of Appeals has held the GAC applies by operation of a choice of law
provision. See Southwire Co., NSA, LTD. v. Am. Arbitration Ass 'n, 248 Ga. App. 226 (2001) ..
4
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properly before the arbitrator." Thus, this ground does not apply where an issue is
properly raised before the arbitrator. The limits of an arbitrator's authority are
defined by the parties' arbitration agreement.

Henderson v, Millner Dev., 259 Ga. App. 709, 711 (2003). lftort claims "'touch on the
obligations' created in the parties' contract, those claims are subject to arbitration." Etowah
Envtl. Grp. v. Advanced Disposal Srvcs., 297 Ga. App. 126, 131 (2009); see also Banderas v.
Doman, 224 Ga. App 198, 199 (1997) (finding tort claims were intended to be covered by
arbitration provision which stated arbitration covers all disputes arising as to "the interpretation,
meaning or intent of this Agreement ... "). Further, the arbitrator has authority to resolve
arbitrability disputes under JAMS Rule 11. See also Pelaio v. Letson, et al., 272 Ga. App. 119,
120 (2005) (finding a party cannot raise jurisdictional issue with the trial court after it has
submitted the issue to the arbitrator and obtained a ruling). After considering the claims
asserted, the facts of the case and the briefing submitted by all parties as to the arbitrability of the
tort claims, the arbitrator determined the tort claims were subject to arbitration under the
provision allowing arbitration of any and all disputes or claims "arising under" the Settlement
Agreement. The Court finds the arbitrability was properly before the arbitrator and finds no
overstepping of authority.
Plaintiffs also argue the arbitrator manifestly disregarded Georgia law on tortious
interference with business relations and defamation claims. "To manifestly disregard the law,
one must be conscious of the law and deliberately ignore it." See ABeO Builders, Inc. v.
Progressive Plumbing, Inc., 282 Ga. 308, 309 (2007) (quoting Montes v. Shearson Lehman
Brothers, Inc., 128 F.3d 1456, 1461 (l l th Cir.1997».

Manifest disregard of the law must be

evident from the record and intentional. Id. The Final Award issued by the arbitrator contains a
detailed explanation of her findings and, while the Plaintiffs may disagree with her application of
4
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the law to the facts, there is no evidence the arbitrator was aware of applicable law related to the
tort claims which was purposefully disregarded in reaching her conclusions.

The Court finds no

statutory basis to set aside her decision.

2. Relief Awarded: Overstepping Authority and Failing to Follow Statutory
Procedure
Plaintiffs allege the arbitrator overstepped her authority by setting deadlines for satisfying
non-monetary relief and advance contempt fines to apply if Plaintiffs failed to timely comply,
awarding the full value of a lost contract instead of lost profits as requested by Hostetler and
requiring Plaintiffs to tum over all of HZS Landscape Department's Intellectual Property instead
of just Hostetler's personal intellectual property.' They allege awarding relief not sought denied
them their statutory right to an opportunity to be heard. See O.C.G.A. § 9-9-8(b) (entitling a
party "to be heard; to present pleadings, documents, testimony, and other matters; and to crossexamine witnesses"). A "reviewing court is prohibited from weighing the evidence submitted
before the arbitrator, regardless of whether the court believes there to be sufficient evidence, or
even any evidence, to support the award." Greene v. Hundley, 266 Ga. 592, 596-97 (1996). An
arbitrator has "some latitude in fashioning remedies" so long as she does not "ignore the express
terms of a valid and enforceable contract." Sweatt v. Int 'l Dev. Corp, 242 Ga. App. 753, 755
(2000). "The authority of the arbitrator gives [him] the inherent power to fashion a remedy as
long as the award draws its essence from the contract or statute." Atlanta Gas Light Co. v.
Trinity Methodist EpiscopaL Church, 231 Ga. App. 617 (1998) (citing Greene v. Hundley, 266
Ga. 592, 595 (1996».

The Court is thus barred from reconsidering the evidence the arbitrator

considered when determining the amount of damages to be awarded to Hostetler and there is no
Although Plaintiffs challenge this award, they have already produced all of HZS Landscape
Department's Intellectual Property.
5
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evidence the arbitrator overstepped her authority in fashioning the award.

As such, the Court

finds the arbitrator did not overstep her authority.
The Court also finds the parties had an opportunity to be heard and present evidence as to
the underlying allegations that led to the relief granted.
basis for her award in the Final Award.

The arbitrator has clearly set out the

As such, the Court does not find a statutory basis for

vacating the Final Award.
3.

Reasonable Attorneys' Fees and Costs of Arbitration

The Final Award states "Claimant as the prevailing Party shall be entitled to recover the
reasonable costs and expenses incurred by it." The arbitrator does not specify the amount of the
reasonable costs and expenses awarded, but states the parties exchanged, submitted, and
stipulated as to their respective attorney fees as well as their other costs and expenses.

Hostetler

argues he submitted costs and expenses amounting to $822,022 during the Arbitration. Plaintiffs
contend they never agreed to attorneys' fees charged by Shanghai and Manila law firms for
which there are no time records in support of their fees. The arbitration transcript supports both
positions. Deducting the contested fees, the award would be reduced to $603,054, the amount
accepted by Plaintiffs' counsel in the arbitration and at oral argument. Plaintiffs ask the Court to
now modify the Final Award pursuant to O.C.G.A. Section 9-9-14, however, the facts here do
not justify such a modification under that code section.
Plaintiffs' counsel had the opportunity and argued to the arbitrator Hostetler's fees
shouldn't include the disputed expenses and the arbitrator rejected that argument when her Final
Award found Hostetler "is entitled to recover his reasonable costs and expenses including
attorney fees associated with this Arbitration." The Final Award did not exclude any amount
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from the amount sought by Hostetler and, as such, Hostetler is awarded the $822,022 his counsel
sought in the arbitration.
Having shown no statutory basis to vacate the arbitration award, Plaintiffs' Motion to
Vacate Arbitration Award is DENIED and Defendant's Petition to Confirm Arbitration Award is

GRANTED.
It is hereby ORDERED the Final Award attached hereto as Exhibit A, and incorporated
herein, is and shall be entered as the Order of this Court and Judgment in this action is hereby
entered in favor of Scott Hostetler and against HZS USA, LLC, ZHP, LLC, Runzhou Zhang,
and Craig Studer. The monetary sums awarded in this Order and Judgment shall accrue postjudgment interest as provided under Georgia law.
SO ORDERED, this 4th day of October, 2016.

~eS~:~lan~-0
Superior Court of Fulton County
Atlanta Judicial Circuit
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Copies to:

Attorneys

Attorney

for Plaintiffs

for Defendant

For Runzhou Zhang and Craig Studer:
William J. Holley, II
R. Lawrence Ashe
V. Justin Arpey
PARKER, HUDSON, RAINER
LLP
1500 Marquis Two Tower
285 Peachtree Center Avenue, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
404-523-5300

Halsey G. Knapp, Jr.
Jeffrey D. Horst
J enni fer G. Case
KREVOLIN & HORST, LLC
One Atlantic Center
1201 West Peachtree St., N.W.
Suite 3250
Atlanta, GA 30309

& DOBBS

wjh@Qhrd.com
rlg@Qhrd.com
vja@Qhrd.com

For HZS USA, LLC and ZHP, LLC:
Kevin B. Getzendanner
Richard A. Mitchell
ARNALL GOLDEN GREGORY LLP
171 17th Street N.W.
Suite 2100
Atlanta, GA 30363-1031
hl<narm@khlawfirm.com
horst@khlawfinn.com
jcase@khlawfirm.com
kevin. getzendanner@agg.com
richard.mitcheIl(a{agg.com
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IN THE MATTER OF THE JAMS ARBITRATION
SCOTT HOSTETLER,

BETWEEN

)
)
)

Claimant.

)

v.

)
)
)
)
)
)

HZS USA, LLC, ZHP, LLC, RUNZHOU
ZHANG, AND CRAIG STUDER,
Respondents.

JAMS REF. NO. 1440004537

--------------)

FINAL AWARD (CORRECTED)!
This Arbitration arises out ofa Confidential Settlement

Agreement and Mutual Release

("The Settlement Agreement," Claimant 1) reached among the Parties on October 7,2014.
The Settlement Agreement ended litigation initiated

on or about March 14,2014, by

Runzhou Zhang and Craig Studer, HZS USA, LLC, and ZHP, LLC, (collectively, "Plaintiffs")
against Scott Hostetler ("Defendant")
2014CV243669,

and Counterclaims

in the Superior Court of Fulton County, Georgia, No.
asserted on or about April 22, 2014, in the same Court

by Scott Hostetler against the Plaintiffs. Capitalized terms used herein are as defined under
the Settlement

Agreement, unless otherwise noted.

Procedural History
The Settlement Agreement (Section 20) provided that any or all disputes

or claims

arising under the Settlement Agreement would first be submitted to mediation,

and if

matters were not settled in mediation, mediation would be followed by binding arbitration
before a mutually agreed upon JAMS Neutral, pursuant to the Expedited
Rules 16.1 and 16.2 of the JAMS Comprehensive

Procedures in

Arbitration Rules and Procedures ("JAMS

Rules").

I

Corrected as to typographical errors.

Exhibit A

On March 25, 2015, the Parties unsuccessfully

mediated Hostetler's claims before JAMS

Neutral Ralph Levy. On May 19, 2015, the Claimant filed his Demand for Expedited
Arbitration

with JAMS under the JAMS Rules. The Respondents

filed their Response to the

Demand for Expedited Arbitration on October 1, 2014. Preliminary

conference calls took

place on October 22, October 26, and November 30,2014, and Procedural

Order No.1

was issued December 2,2014.

The claimant in this matter is Scott Hostetler ("Claimant"),
and is the sole principal of Hostetler Design Worldwide,
member of HZS, a multidisciplinary

who resides in Atlanta, Georgia,

LLC. Previously, he was a founding

design firm operating primarily in Asia. HZS was

founded with Runzhou Zhang, and Craig Studer joined the firm later.

The respondents are HZS USA, LLC, a limited liability company organized and existing
under the laws of the State of Georgia; ZHP, LLC, a limited liability company organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Georgia; Runzhou Zhang, the owner of the entities
comprising

HZS, and a resident of the State of Georgia; and Craig Studer, a former principal

of the entities comprising HZS and now an employee of HZS. Mr. Studer is a U.S, citizen.
(collectively

"Respondents")

Consistent with Procedural Order No.1, the Claimant and the Respondents
one deposition, conducted limited discovery, and submitted

each conducted

certain testimony by sworn

affidavit. Following letter submissions from the Parties, I issued an Order on November 23,
2015, denying the Respondents'

request that the Arbitrator decline to exercise jurisdiction

over claims relating to defamation and theft of personal intellectual property of the
Claimant or to render any opinion as to their merits.

Five days of hearings (the "Hearing") were conducted
12,2016,

which included testimony (including video testimony from some witnesses)

closing statements
o

in Atlanta, Georgia, from February 8-

from the Claimant and the Respondents.

Scott Hostetler, the Claimant

-2-

The witnesses were:

and

6)

Gustavo Marcello Leitenberger,

Director of Architecture,

Grigorian Design Group,

Shanghai
o

[un Dai, HHP Attorneys-At-Law, Counsel to Mr. Hostetler in China

o

Michael Han Yu, Director of Marketing for Hostetler Design Worldwide; former
employee and Marketing Manager at HZS

o

Michael Calleon, former President and Director of HZSC Realty

e

Willy Villafranca, Architect for HZS, and Vice President of HZSC Realty

41

Liu Xi Hua, Information

o

Gan Ting, Financial Director of HZS

o

Runzhou Zhang, Respondent

o

Craig Studer, Respondent

Technology Manager for HZS

The Parties submitted Pre-Hearing Briefs, post Hearing lists of key exhibits and citations, as
well as Post-Hearing

Briefs with respect to Claimant's claims for defamation and tortious

interference with business relationships. Although no formal transcript was produced, a
rough transcript

was produced by a court reporter as an aide memoire for the Arbitrator.

On February 12, 2016, at the conclusion of the Hearing, I ordered that the server with the
image of the HZSC Realty server that had been brought from Shanghai to the offices of Mr.
Kevin Getzendanner,

Respondents' legal counsel, be secured under that firm's care,

custody, and control with controlled and recorded access to the image and the files
contained therein. The proceedings were closed on March 2, 2016.

The Relevant Facts
In 2006, Scott Hostetler, an internationally
Zhang, an accomplished
an international

planning,

renowned landscape architect, and Runzhou

and successful architect, left their former employer Niles Bolton,
design and consulting firm, to form their own multidisciplinary

landscape, architecture and planning firm with a focus on the market in China. A third
Principal, Craig Studer, an experienced

planner, later joined the firm and the company

adopted the names Hostetler Zhang Studer and

-3-
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in Chinese characters.

The firm was organized so that each of the principals ran his own team (Mr. Zhang, the
Architecture Department;
Planning Department),

Mr. Hostetler, the Landscape Department; Mr. Studer, the

and each department functioned as an individual profit center

within the firm. The early years were successful and the marketplace offered many
opportunities. The Landscape Department
based on the work of Mr. Hostetler

was awarded several international design prizes

who drew luminary clients such as Walt Disney to the

firm.

From the outset, nearly all of the production work of the Landscape Department was
carried out by a group of architects,

draftsmen, and designers

in Manila, Philippines,

through a company founded by Mr. Hostetler called HZSC Realty. Mr. Hostetler was the
chairman of the company and, with his wife, held forty-one percent of the shares; Messrs.
Zhang and Studer held smaller percentages; and other Philippine managers and officers
also were shareholders.

Mr. Hostetler had known most of the employees and officers of

HZSC Realty for many years, and they had developed
relationship

and friendship.

a close and valuable working

The economic relationship between HZSC Realty and HZS was

based upon work being sent to HZSC Realty from HZS for which monthly invoices covering
their operating costs were submitted to the accounting department of HZS which
authorized

payment and sent funds to HZSC Realty.

By early 2014, however, the relationship
increasingly contentious.

In February

confidential agreement which provided
,

among the principals of HZS had become

of 20 14, Mr. Zhang and Mr. Studer entered into a
that they intended to file a lawsuit against Mr. and

Mrs. Hostetler resulting from the Hostetlers' alleged unlawful and deceitful conduct in the
misappropriation

of HZS USA, LLC's and ZHP, LLC's (collectively, the "LLCs") funds for the

personal benefit of Mr. Hostetler and for the benefit of his undisclosed and unrelated tree
business. Upon the success of the lawsuit by final judgment or by settlement agreement,
Mr. Zhang committed

to buy Mr. Studer's interest in the LLCs for $1,467,400

and subject to certain trigger events.

-4-

paid over time

In March of 2014, a lawsuit was filed by the Respondents
Hostetlers filed an Answer and Counterclaim

against the Hostetlers. The

and obtained an injunction, to prevent Mr.

Zhang from impeding the business of the Landscape Department. At about the same time,
HZS began to withhold payment from HZSC Realty, thus putting pressure on the company
that Mr. Hostetler ran and relied upon for initial design and production services for the
Landscape Department.

Eventually the Parties began settlement talks in Atlanta, Georgia, and reached an
agreement in principle on the terms of a deal on September 8, 2014. The Settlement
Agreement, in summary, obligated

the Respondents to:

o

Purchase Mr. Hostetler's right, title, and interest for $3,000,000 (Sections I, 2)

•

Retain sole rights to, and responsibility for, the completion of certain Landscape
Department projects and contracts, as listed in Exhibit J of the Settlement
Agreement (Section 6)

o

"[IJmmediately commence reasonable efforts to effect the removal of Hostetler's
name in English and Chinese characters

i:Jtif*.fh from any public identification

of the HZS Entities and ... refrain from the Use of any alternative formulation of the
terms 'HZS' or 'Hostetler' that indicates any continued or future affiliation of
Hostetler with the HZS Entities ... " except that historical references to Mr.
Hostetler's English or Chinese name could remain on historical corporate and
design documents; historical designs bearing his name could continue to be used by
the HZS entities; and his name in English and Chinese characters could continue to
be used for operation purposes on existing Landscape Department projects until
they were completed [Section 9(a)J
o

Grant to Hostetler a non-exclusive, royalty-free, perpetual license to use the
Landscape Department Intellectual Property pursuant to an Intellectual Property
License Agreement (following receipt of an Intellectual Property Quitclaim
Assignment from the Hostetlers) (Section 11, Exhibit L)

..

Retain sale ownership of all other Landscape Department assets and liabilities
[Section 11(d)J
-5-

GO

Keep the Settlement Agreement confidential, subject to commonly accepted
exceptions (Section 15)

e

Make mutual public statements upon separation: "HZS and Scott Hostetler jointly
announce Mr. Hostetler's departure from the multi-disciplinary design firm HZS,
effective October 7,2014. HZS wishes Mr. Hostetler well in his future business
endeavors." [Section 18( a)]

\}

Issue a statement to current HZS clients with landscape contracts entered into
before the Effective Date: "Scott Hostetler is no longer associated with HZS and will
not be responsible for HZS contract performance in the future. HZS will remain
responsible for managing contract performance. HZS and Mr. Hostetler have agreed
that Mr. Hostetler is contractually prohibited from performing the remainder of any
contracts, and all additional inquiries should be directed to HZS." [Section 18(b)]

The Settlement Agreement, obligated the Claimant to:
•

Sell and transfer his right, title, and interest for $3,000,000 (Sections 1, 2)

e

Return company property, including keys and other items except he was allowed to
retain his computer and copies of materials related to any contracts or projects
undertaken by the Landscape Department [Section 2(d)]

o

Refrain from any solicitation of, or performing directly or indirectly, any Landscape
Department project or contract listed in Exhibit J to the Settlement Agreement
(Section 7)

e

Refrain from using the English names or Chinese characters "HZS", "Zhang" or
"Studer" in any manner which would suggest a continued affiliation or future
affiliation with HZS, Zhang or Studer, except Mr. Hostetler could continue to use
historical Landscape Department design materials in connection with presentations
to prospects for new work or with reference to work performed prior to the Closing
Date [Section 9(b)]

o

Use reasonable efforts to " ... effect the transfer of all of the Landscape Department
Intellectual Property and all paid work product for all Landscape Contracts, existing
on or before the Closing Date, from HZSC Realty to HZS Shanghai or its designee ... "
[Section 11(b)]
-6-

Keep the Settlement Agreement confidential, subject to commonly accepted

III

exceptions (Section 15)
Make mutual statements upon separation (Section 18)

o

Apart from restrictions on Mr. Hostetler relating to current Landscape Department projects
or contracts, the Claimant and the Respondents were permitted to "compete with each
other in all other respects" from the Effective Date. (Section 8)

On or before the Effective Date of the Settlement Agreement, Mr. Zhang began to
communicate with his office to make plans to move forward as the sole owner of the
business. These activities are described in some detail in various sections of this Final
Award.

Arbitrability of Tort Claims
On November 23, 2015, I issued an Order in which I denied Respondents' request to
decline jurisdiction over certain tort claims of the Claimant or to render any opinion as to
their merits. In my Order, pursuant to JAMS Rule 11 (giving the arbitrator the authority to
decide jurisdictional and arbitrability disputes), and having reviewed the Arbitration
clause of the Settlement Agreement and the legal arguments and facts submitted by the
Parties, I concluded that:
" ... the evidence submitted is insufficient for the Arbitrator to conclude that
either claim is 'entirely independent and outside the scope' of the Settlement
Agreement. ... There are factual issues and questions that intersect with
provisions of the Settlement Agreement in each of these claims and as such
the Arbitrator finds that there is proper jurisdiction to hear the evidence in
full from the Parties with respect to the allegations of defamation and theft of
personal intellectual property."
The Arbitration provision of the Settlement Agreement (Section 20) provides in part:
"The Parties agree that any and all disputes or claims arising under this
Settlement Agreement ... shall be subject to expedited mediation in Atlanta
before Ral ph Levy, Esq. If the Parties are not able to resolve any such dispu te
in mediation, mediation will be followed by binding arbitration before a
-7-

mutually agreed-upon JAMS Neutral pursuant to the Expedited Procedures in
Rule 16.1 and 16.2 of the JAMS Rules."
At the outset of the Hearing, Respondents again raised their objection to the arbitrability of
these claims and I confirmed I would address the matter in my Final Award.
Claimant has argued in his letter brief of November 2, 2015, that courts find that "when
phrases such as 'arising under' and 'arising out of appear in arbitration, they normally are
given broad construction[.]" Battaglia v. Mckendry, 233 F.3d 720, 727 [3rd Cir. 2000), see

also PRMEnergy Sys., v. Primenergy L.L.C., 592 F.3d 830,836 (8th Cir. 2010). (arbitration
clause covering "all disputes arising under" agreement "is generally broad in scope") In
their letter brief Respondents stated "[t]he Arbitration provision in the Settlement
Agreement is one of the most narrowly construed commercial arbitration provisions in
use", and conjectured that the Parties' Arbitration provision could be considerably broader
ifit extended to "claims relating to" rather than only "arising under" the Settlement
Agreement. (Respondents' letter dated October 28, 2014, p. 5 n.3 and p.l0) The Claimant
noted however, that in Gregory v. Electro-mechanical Corp; the Eleventh Circuit (which
includes Georgia) rejected this false distinction "as not being in accord with present day
notions of arbitration as a viable alternative dispute resolution procedure." Gregory v.
Electro-mechanical

Corp., 83 F.3d 382, 385 (11th Cir. 1996). The Claimant notes in his letter

brief that in Gregory, the 11 th Circuit held that the phrase "any dispute that...which may
arise hereunder" encompassed not only breach of contract claims but also various tort
claims including "fraud, fraudulent inducement, deceit, misrepresentation, conversion,
breach of good faith and fair dealing and outrage." Gregory, 83 F.3d at 384-386. Under
Gregory, "[w]hether a claim falls within the scope of an arbitration agreement turns on the
factual allegations in the complaint rather than the legal causes of action asserted." Gregory,
83 F.3d at 384. The Claimant also noted that by applying the reasoning of Gregory, the
Court of Appeals of Georgia has held that, "if the tort claims 'touch on the obligations'
created in the parties contract, those claims are subject to arbitration." Etowah Envtl. Grp. v.
Advanced Disposal Servs., 297 Ga. App. 126,131 (2009), (interpreting contract requiring
arbitration of "all disputes arising hereunder"), and (Claimant's letter of November 2,2015,
p. 9)
-8-

Having now heard the evidence

in full, I find that these claims arise directly from, and in the

context of, alleged violations of obligations under the Settlement Agreement and as such
are properly subject to jurisdiction

and consideration in this Arbitration.

With respect to the alleged misappropriation

of intellectual property and trade secrets, the

Settlement Agreement is clear that Respondents only are entitled to the Landscape
Department

Intellectual Property and not any other personal intellectual

property or trade

secrets of the Claimant. The Respondents have argued that, as a result, any claim for

misappropriation of personal intellectual property and trade secrets must be entirely
outside the scope of the Settlement Agreement. If indeed Respondents have
misappropriated such persona! intellectual property and/or made it impracticable or
essentially impossible for the Claimant to make use of the non-exclusive, royalty-free
perpetual license granted with respect to Landscape Department Intellectual Property, it
would be a violation of the Settlement Agreement and any tort claim would arise directly

from, or in the context of, such a violation.
With respect to the alleged defamation of the Claimant, once again this allegation arises in
the context of the alleged violation of three provisions of the Settlement Agreement: failure
to keep the Agreement confidential; making statements contrary to the agreed mutual
statement on separation; and falsely stating which Party has assumed the liabilities of the
Landscape Department under the Settlement Agreement.
Finally, even though the Settlement Agreement (Section 8) provides that the Parties, apart
from restrictions relating to current Landscape Department projects in Exhibit], may
"compete with each other in all other respects", the Claimant has alleged that the
Respondents have engaged in conduct which violates provisions the Settlement Agreement
and is intended to interfere with prospective business relationships with HZSC Realty and
other established or potential new clients with whom the Claimant has sought to do
business. If proven, this tortious activity also would be related to obligations under the
Agreement.
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Alleged Violations

of the Settlement Agreement

Claimant has alleged that the Respondents

have violated the Settlement Agreement in

several respects and in that context, their actions have given rise to tort claims in some
cases.
1.

Respondents

failed to "immediately

commence reasonable efforts" to remove Mr.

Hostetler's name in English and Chinese characters
identification

of the HZS entities; Respondents

fCWT*.fJJ from any public

continued to use Mr. Hostetler's

name in English and Chinese characters and used, and continue to use, Mr.
Hostetler'S name and brand to indicate

a false and continued affiliation with the

Claimant [Section 9(a)J

2. Respondents violated the confidentiality
3. Respondents violated the communication

provisions
provisions

(Section 15)
relating to mutual statements

on separation (Section18)

4. Respondents violated the intellectual property provisions (Sectionll)
S. Respondents failed to fulfil their obligations with respect to the liabilities
Landscape Department assumed pursuant to the Settlement

of the

Agreement. [Section

11(dJJ

1. Failure to "immediately commence reasonable efforts" to remove Mr. Hostetler's

name from HZSand continued use of Mr. Hostetler's names.
As Mr. Hostetler

testified, his name is his brand; a brand that he has spent decades

establishing and marketing. He has developed an extensive portfolio of built landscape
work in China that is well known and recognized by real estate owners and developers.

He

believes that his international reputation and brand name recognition were keys to HZS's
early success. Mr. Zhang and Mr. Hostetler together branded "Hostetler" in China, using the
Chinese

~WT~.fJJ

characters

which are pronounced Hao Si Tai Le. The first
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of the four characters,

Hao, is of particular importance. For nearly ten years, HZS marketed

itself with the abbreviated name of Hao Zhang Si for "Hostetler Zhang Studer"; the "Hao"
character, with the meaning of "grand" and/or "heroic" had become synonymous with
"Hostetler" within the landscape industry.

Under the Settlement Agreement,

[Section 9(a)] as noted above, the Respondents were to

" .. .immediately commence reasonable efforts to effect the removal of Hostetler's name in
English and Chinese characters

~wr*-.I@J

from any public identification of the HZS

Entities ... ". In addition, Respondents were to " ... refrain from the use of any alternative
formulation of the terms 'HZS' or 'Hostetler' that indicates any continued or future
affiliation of Hostetler with the HZS Entities ... " The Claimant contends that Respondents
failed to "immediately

commence reasonable

efforts" to remove Hostetler's name from

HZS.

ln China it is difficult to do business as a foreign entity, particularly because of tax
considerations;

therefore, it was important for the Claimant to register a Chinese business

entity and to use that local company to conduct business legally in China. Even the most
mundane of business activities cannot be conducted without a registered entity. Once a
company name has been registered, other registrations are required such as the changing
of the official chops, foreign exchange registration, bank account registration,
registration.

and finance

(Claimant Exhibit 50, p. 5) It was known to the Parties that Mr. Hostetler

would not be able to register his new company name until the old name was released by
the Shanghai Administration

for Industry and Commerce. Mr. lun Dai, China counsel to Mr.

Hostetler, testified that the ordinary length of time to complete a name change was about
two weeks from the time the name was confirmed as available.

When Mr. Zhang returned to Shanghai, he testified that he was busy making the necessary
changes to remove Mr. Hostetler's name from HZS. Some changes were made to the HZS
website and marketing materials, and plans were made to inform staff and clients as
discussed in section 3 below. The name was not changed immediately;
next several weeks Mr. Zhang consulted

however, over the

Feng Shui experts and monks in order to find an
-11-

appropriate and auspicious

name. He testified that he had studied ancient Chinese culture

and wanted to make sure that a new name would bring good fortune to his company. Mr.
Zhang also had his staff check on several occasions on an informal basis with the Shanghai
Administration far Industry and Commerce to find out if particular names might be
available. Mr. Zhang was unsure of what name would be the best for his new company. He
vacillated between Hu Zhang Si and Hui Zhang Si in particular. Although Mr. Zhang had
known for some weeks that he would need to change the name of the company, as an
agreement in principle was reached on the settlement an September 8,2014, he saw that
here was a good opportunity to restructure his group of companies as a whole.
(Respondents Exhibit 304)

Ultimately, as discussed below, a formal application to change the name of Hostetler Zhang
Studer to Hu Zhang Si Architecture Design Consulting (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. was not signed
and filed with the Shanghai Administration for Industry and Commerce until December 25,
2014, four months after Mr. Zhang knew the name would need to be changed and more
than two months after the Effective Date of the Settlement Agreement. (Claimant Exhibit
SO,p.6)

On the Claimant's side, Mr. Hostetler was anxious to register his new company, which
would include his name in English and in Chinese characters. Between October 7,2014,

and

December 5, 2014, the Claimant's counsel sent four written demands (one letter and three
e-mails) for the name change to be completed. Mr. Hostetler's counsel explained that the
delay was resulting in damaging lost contract opportunities for the Claimant and sought to
enforce his remedies under the Settlement Agreement by seeking expedited mediation. Mr.
Zhang's U.S. counsel relayed information that many attempts had been made to register a
new name and eventually on December 10, 2014, that " ... HZS has a currently pending name
registration application underway ... " (Respondents Exhibit 67) On December 16,2014,
Respondent's counsel reported in writing that, "I received a report that the new HZS
registration

has been accepted, and consequently the Hostetler name is now removed from

the official company registration."

(Respondents Exhibit 234) Accepting this as true, Mr.

Hostetler agreed to postpone the mediation which had been scheduled, and on the next day
-12-

Mr. Dai attempted to formally register Mr. Hostetler's Shanghai landscape design business,
Hostetler Design Worldwide, LLC. (Shanghai). In fact, the notification
name had been removed was a miscommunication

that Mr. Hostetler's

by the Respondents.

The registration

referred to in the discussion was for the new business entity, Hui Zhang Si Architecture
Design Consulting (Shanghai)

Co., Ltd., a subsidiary

of Hui Zhang Si HK a company also

owned and formed by Mr. Zhang and not to change Hostetler Zhang Studer. (Claimant
Exhibit 50, p.7)

Although the mediation

was postponed, as noted above, no actual application to change the

name of HZS was filed until December 25, 2014. What might have been completed by the
end of October 2014 was not completed until mid-January
old name and the preliminary

2015. The de-registering of the

approval for the new name for Mr. Hostetler's company in

January was the beginning of the registration process which was not completed until April
of 2015. Claimant has argued that "time was of the essence" in completing
change. Respondents

the name

have countered that this was not at all the case and that Mr. Zhang

was justified in thoughtfully

taking his time to decide on a new name. They argued that Mr.

Hostetler could, and did, rent space, print business cards and letterhead, and begin seeking
new projects without having his formal registration

complete. While this was true, Mr. Dai's

testimony and affidavit (Claimant Exhibit 50) as well as that of Mr. Hostetler make it clear
that contracting, invoicing,

and a host of other activities involved in running a business

China cannot be done without completing all of the registration

in

procedures.

Claimant has testified and presented supporting evidence that the delay in registering his
new company, and/or unwelcome interference from Mr. Zhang and/or his agents, resulted
in the delay of payment on certain projects and the loss of a number of projects for which
he was the preferred architect. There are a group of twelve contracts (Claimant Exhibit 46)
which Mr. Hostetler testified that he lost due either to the delay in registering
company

Hostetler Design Worldwide, LLC (Shanghai)

Respondents

and/or their agents. (ld.) Unfortunately,

provide substantial

or because of interference from the
Mr. Hostetler often was not able to

evidence in writing or in his testimony
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his new local

to demonstrates

the likelihood

that Mr. Hostetler would have been awarded a particular

contract. However, I discuss four

projects here.

In the Skyocean project, he was awarded the project and the contract contained a provision
(Article 27, excerpted in Claimant Exhibit 65) that if his company registration was not
completed by January 31,2015, the client could refuse to pay the design fee until the new
Shanghai company was fully registered. The company was not registered by January 31,
2015, and although Mr. Hostetler has been paid some fees and of course now has registered
his company, the remaining fees still are unpaid and he testified that he did not think he
would receive those payments.

In three projects, Harbin China Merchants, Suzhou Vanke, and C[FI Shanghai Villa, Mr.
Hostetler testified as to some concerning events indicating possible
Respondents

interference

by the

and/or their agents. In the Harbin China Merchants project, the prospect was

developing well. Mr. Hostetler testified that he and Mr. Han Yu traveled to meet with the
General Manager with whom they had a good relationship,

only to find that the General

Manager refused to see them and instead sent the Assistant General Manager who required
answers to three questions:

1. Was it true that Mr. Hostetler never had designed any Harbin China Merchants
contracts and was only the front for presentations and marketing?
2.

Why would Mr. Zhang and Ms. Yao Deng (Mr. Hostetler's

former assistant) make

such a statement?
3.

Will Mr. Hostetler perform this contract with his new company?

The Assistant General Manager summarized

a presentation

they received from HZS saying

that he had been told nothing had changed and that HZS had an exclusive relationship with
HZSC Realty in Manila which prohibited
that he carefully and completely

Mr. Hostetler's involvement.

Mr. Hostetler testified

answered all his questions; however, the project was

awarded to HZS shortly thereafter. (See also Claimant Exhibit 46)
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In the Suzhou Vanke project, the client refused to pay for work performed and cancelled
the remaining project work because it said it had learned of an unlawful loan to HZSC
Realty and that Mr. Hostetler was not able to verify a continuing relationship with HZSC
Realty and his team in Manila. (Id.)

In the CIFI Shanghai Villa project, Mr. Hostetler testified that he had an established
relationship with the client and was called upon to do a rush two-week project, and also
completed a ten-day service project after that. He then received what he described as a
sudden and strange request to provide proof of his Shanghai and Manila based consultant
teams in order to fulfill their "corporate data base for short-listed designers." (Claimant
Exhibit 46) The client used Mr. Hostetler's work to proceed with the project.
now is demanding a significant

The client

discount on the fees for Mr. Hostetler allegedly having

failed to notify them that there was an agreement prohibiting HZSC Realty from working
with him. No payment has been made and the matter has been put into the hands of Mr.
Hostetler's lawyers.

Although Respondents have argued that none of these projects were usurped by
themselves, the Claimant learned shortly before the start of the Hearing, that Mr. Zhang had
entered into one of the lost contracts with one of his affiliated non-Hac companies. Hearing
evidence and testimony has clarified the restructuring
Unfortunately,

of Mr. Zhang's HZS companies.

late in the arbitration process, it also was disclosed that Respondents

continued to operate a company bearing the "Hao" symbol, Hao Zhang Si, 583 days after the
date of the Settlement Agreement. (Claimant

Exhibit 50, p. 8)

As further evidence of Respondents' failure to remove Mr. Hostetler's name from HZS,
Claimant introduced photographic

evidence to demonstrate

that not all sign age containing

his name in English and Chinese characters has been removed in premises used by HZS,
(Claimant Exhibit 45) although Mr. Zhang has testified that many of these lingering
designations

are not used by clients or the public. In addition, Claimant has produced

evidence to show that in some cases, as recently as January 2016, website hosting
providers have not yet been fuJly notified of the change in the company name for HZS. One

-lS-

in particular
misconstrued

is a job posting service which is widely used in China and could be
by potential job applicants.

(see examples at Claimant Exhibit 44)

Again Mr. Zhang has testified they are working to eliminate
Respondents

these anomalies. As

noted:

"the job of eliminating usages of co-founding partner Hostetler's name from
commerce usage in what was then a large, well-known, almost 10 year old
enterprise is not a simple task to be performed with the wave of a magic

wand. It is precisely why HZS did not allow arbitrary deadlines to be
specified in the SA-in the heat of negotiations HZS could not fully know all
the steps that would be required to accomplish the goal of eliminating
Hostetler's name from public identification." (Respondents Pre-Hearing Brief,
p.5)
Claimant's prayer in the closing statements requested $415,292 with respects to lost
contracts and $398,032 with respect to unpaid design fees.

2. Violation of confidentiality obligations under the Settlement Agreement

The Parties agreed to keep the Settlement Agreement confidential (Section 15), however
Claimant alleges that the Respondents did not do so. Shortly after the Settlement
Agreement was signed, according to testimony and other evidence, the Respondents not
only violated the confidentiality provisions but, in doing so, among other things
misrepresented the terms to employees of HZSC Realty, stating that HZS Shanghai was not
responsible for the unpaid accounts receivable due to HZSC Realty for work it had
performed on open Landscape Department projects. As discussed in section 5, below, this
was in direct contravention of Section l1(d) of the Settlement Agreement that obligated
HZS Shanghai to assume the liabilities of the Landscape Department as well as granting
them the assets of the Landscape Department.

Furthermore, the Respondents persuaded the HZSC Realty directors to convene a board
meeting on October 18, 2014, without notice to, or the attendance of, Mr. and Mrs.
Hostetler. At this meeting, the Respondents violated their confidentiality obligations again
and intentionally did not tell the truth about the provisions of the Agreement stating that:
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o

Claimant got rich as a result of the Settlement Agreement and HZSC Realty's work;

o

Claimant had received enough money to support HZSC Realty;

o

Claimant (not Respondents) was liable for the unpaid accounts receivable due to
HZSC Realty; and

o

Claimant had cheated and lied not only to HZSC Realty but to a U.S. Court, which in
the United States is called perjury and is a criminal offense, and had been caught by
Respondents.

A number of these comments are discussed

below in sections 3-5.

3. Respondents violated the communication provisions
The Settlement Agreement [Section 18(a)] provided that upon separation the Parties
would issue a mutual public statement:

"HZS and Scott Hostetler jointly announce Mr.

Hostetler's departure from the multi-disciplinary
2014. HZS wishes

design firm HZS, effective October 7,

Mr. Hostetler well in his future business endeavors."

This agreed statement was signed by both Parties upon execution of the Settlement
Agreement in the form set out in Exhibit O. Clients with current contracts also would be
told:
"Scott Hostetler is no longer associated with HZS and will not be responsible
for HZS contract performance in the future. HZS will remain responsible for
managing contract performance. HZS and Mr. Hostetler have agreed that Mr.
Hostetler is contractually prohibited from performing the remainder of any
contracts, and all additional inquiries should be directed to HZS." (Settlement
Agreement, Section 18(b))
Upon his return to Shanghai in October of2014, Mr. Zhang conducted two meetings of the
employees ofHZS on October 9 and 10 atwhich, according to testimony from Michael Han
Yu, a former employee and HZS Landscape Department Marketing Manager at the time, Mr.
Zhang said in effect:
Nothing has changed here ... The design firm is intact and aggressively moving
forward with a unified team ... Only Hostetler, the law and rule breaker who
lied to you all and caused this company and HZSC their financial problems, is
gone. (See also Claimant Exhibit 51- Declaration of Michael Han Yu, p.2)
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During the October 9 meeting Mr. Zhang further stated that because of Mr. Hostetler's poor
management,

HZS's "very talented landscape team had to face a lot of problems." (Id. at 11)

Furthermore,after the October 9,2014, meeting, Mr. Zhang met personally with Mr. Han Yu
and stated to him, "Hostetler is a total f*ck up" and "a scoundrel for his deliberately cruel
and evil company actions." [Id., paragraph 12)

Claimant alleges that Respondents violated the communication provisions in other ways.
In discussing Mr. Hostetler's separation from HZS with HZSC Realty employees,
Respondents referred to Mr. Hostetler as a "liar", a "cheater", and a "mismatched partner"
who was "shed" from HZS. (Claimant Exhibits 4 (Board Meeting recording), 5 (Board
Meetings Minutes), and 51 (Michael Han Yu Declaration))

The Respondents contend that there was no non-disparagement clause in the Settlement
Agreement and consequently they were free to make whatever comments they chose, to
employees and others, regarding Mr. Hostetler's departure from the firm. (Respondents
Pre-Hearing Brief, p. 6)

There also was mixed testimony with regard to whether HZS clients actually had been
notified as to whether, and when, Mr. Hostetler had separated from HZS. The Respondents
testified that all such notices were issued. Mr. Dai testified that he found the formatting of
the notices to be unusual and to deviate from typical Chinese practice, in addition to which
the English and Chinese texts of the notices were not the same. (Claimant Exhibit 50, p.16)
Mr. Dai also questioned whether the notices (at least those produced in discovery) actually
had been sent since no evidence was produced in discovery to prove their delivery. (Id.,
p.15-16) Mr. Zhang testified that he believed the notices had been sent and could not
explain why no responses (of which he believed there were many) were produced in
discovery.

Even though Respondents did produce a copy of the notice as sent out (Respondents
Exhibit 297) to someone connected to the Xuzhou project, a Landscape Departmentclient,
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Respondents

allegedly concealed Mr. Hostetler's

departure from the client. Mr. Gustavo

Leitenberger, Director of Architecture at the Grigorian

Design Group in Shanghai, testified

that in April of 2015, he was at a client meeting for the project where he was falsely told
that Mr. Hostetler had left HZS after the Chinese New Year to form his own design
company. (Claimant Exhibit 32)

4. Misappropriation

of Intellectual

Property and Defamation

In structuring the Settlement Agreement, the Parties realized that both the Claimant and
Respondents would require access to the intellectual
Landscape Department-the

Respondents

to begin his new business. The Settlement

property and work product of the

to finish uncompleted projects, and the Claimant
Agreement [Section 11(a)] provided that on the

Effective Date, Mr. Hostetler and his wife, Livia, would execute an Intellectual Property
Quitclaim Assignment

to HZS Shanghai which granted HZS whatever right each of the

Hostetlers may have had to the intellectual property of the Landscape Department,

.including but not limited to all sketches, photographs, renderings, designs,
drawings, design materials, marketing collateral, or any other document or
work product of any kind or description in any format, paper digital or
electronic, related to any contracts or projects undertaken by the Landscape
Department." ("Landscape Department Intellectual Property")
l( ..

In return, HZS granted to Mr. Hostetler a non-exclusive, royalty-free, perpetual license to
use the Landscape Department Intellectual Property pursuant to an Intellectual Property
License Agreement. The question was raised during the Hearing as to how Mr. Hostetler
would be able to access material from the HZS server relating to Landscape Department
Intellectual Property for which he has received this license. Mr. Zhang testified that any
such request be brought to him personally and the material would be provided.

In Section 11(b) of the Settlement Agreement, Mr. Hostetler also undertook to use
reasonable efforts to effect the transfer of all Landscape Department Intellectual Property
and all paid work product for all Landscape Department contracts existing on or before the
Closing Date from HZSC Realty to HZS Shanghai. The Respondents have noted Mr. Hostetler
took no steps whatsoever to fulfill his obligations under this section of the Settlement
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Agreement, even though he was in Manila shortly after the Effective Date. (Respondents
Pre-Hearing

Brief, p. 10)

It must be noted that the Settlement Agreement did not grant to the Respondents

any

rights to Mr. Hostetler's personal intellectual property or trade secrets that predated the
formation of HZS. Claimant alleges that Respondents
information

created a tortious plan to obtain all

contained on the HZSC Realty server including work product of the Landscape

Department for which payment had not been made by HZS, and personal intellectual
property and trade secrets belonging to Mr. Hostetler.

As discussed earlier, all of the production
subcontracted

work of the Landscape Department of HZS was

to a Philippine company, HZSC Realty, founded by Mr. Hostetler; however

Mr. Hostetler testified that he had used essentially the same production

team (which

became HZSC Realty) for a number of years before the establishment of HZSC Realty and as
a result, all of his prior personal intellectual property and trade secrets were on the HZSC
Realty server (many CDs of which, according to Mr. Hostetler's testimony, had been loaded
onto the server by HZSC Realty employee Celso Caspe). This matter apparently was never
discussed during the Settlement Agreement negotiations,

and Mr. Hostetler testified that he

saw no need for such discussion since he remained Chairman of HZSC Realty and expected
to continue to work with the team there. Unfortunately,

no detailed description

of such

material was provided to the Arbitrator beyond a general description of concepts,
production,
Villafranca

and images of built work completed prior to the formation of HZS. Mr.
also testified that images and materials belonging to the Claimant were on the

server as the server had never changed from the period before the formation of HZS until
the time it was imaged by the Respondents.

He further testified that later, when he looked

at the server image which had been brought to Shanghai there were many familiar projects,
but that the server content looked different and did not contain as many projects as he
expected.

Mr. Zhang has testified that he did not know there was any personal intellectual property
on the HZSC Realty server.
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On October 18, 2014, just eleven days after signing the Settlement

Agreement, Messrs.

Zhang and Studer convened a meeting of the board of HZSC Realty without notification to
the Hostetlers.
violated

As discussed

the confidentiality

misrepresented

above in section 2, during that meeting the Respondents
provisions

their obligation

Although the Respondents

of the Settlement Agreement,

and also

under the Settlement Agreement. (see section

5, below)

knew that they were responsible for the accounts receivable

to HZSC Realty (and in fact were responsible

due

for creating the deficit by withholding

operating funds for some months), and also knew that HZSC Realty was on the verge of
collapse, they nevertheless engaged in the following plan.

Initially in phone conversations prior to the board meeting, as Mr. CaIleon testified, Mr.
Zhang expressed concern for the plight of the company and blamed Mr. Hostetler for
putting it in this position.
Agreement, as the Claimant
to make contributions

To some degree this may have been true prior to the Settlement
had the obligation

under the HZS agreed operating agreements,

should the funds of the Landscape Department be insufficient

cover operating costs. Prior to the board meeting on October 18,2014,
decided that they would take the intellectual

to

the Respondents

property on the HZSC Realty server (which

was the only asset they valued from HZSC Realty) in exchange for making a loan of
$250,000

to HZSC Realty, and told the company

they could repay the loan by performing

work on the projects sent to them by HZS. Although both Respondents
did not know and had not checked as to what the liabilities
time, approximately

testified that they

to HZSC Realty were at that

this amount was in fact due to HZSC Realty by HZS under the terms of

the Settlement Agreement. They were not proposing to pay the accounts receivable, but
only to provide funds for on-going work.

At the October 2014 board meeting, the Respondents told the HZSC Realty employees
present that Mr. Hostetler was rich as a result of the settlement and in the words of Mr.
Studer, "I think it's sufficient to say that it would [be] more than enough to support you
guys and to pay back the kind of funds that he was responsible for under the previous
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operating mode." (Claimant Exhibit 5, p. 3) The HZSC Realty employees

said that the most

important issue was the unpaid salaries of the employees. After a long discussion
what Mr. Hostetler should have done, and the diminishing

about

workload of the Landscape

Department in Shanghai, Mr. Zhang told the board attendees that Mr. Hostetler had lied to
the [US] Court and had been caught by the Respondents. (Id., p. 6) He also said that Mr.
Hostetler had not given a personal loan to HZSC Realty and that would be checked. When
Mr. Calleon said that Mr. Hostetler wanted the personal loan from himself to be recorded in
the board minutes Mr. Zhang said "He is very sneaky." (Id., p. 9)

The Respondents

never told the HZSC Realty employees

obligation to pay the accounts receivable-information

that Respondents now had the
which, the Claimant believes, they

deserved to know. What Mr. Zhang did say was:

"Listen guys and Marifi the big difference between now and before is we will
try to be open to you straightforward not hiding something from you like
before. Before he keeps you all in the dark. And then he cheat and lied on you
and you guys don't know it. It's not going to happen again." (Id., p. 13)
Moreover the Respondents suggested that when Mr. Hostetler came to ask for intellectual
property or drawings (which he was entitled to under the Settlement Agreement), HZSC
Realty should ask him for money. Mr. Zhang said, "We don't want to hide anything from
you ... 1 really want to show you all the facts. All those agreement facts and those kind of
things so you will know who is lying." (Id., p. 15) The Settlement Agreement in fact granted
Mr. Hostetler a non-exclusive, royalty-free license to use Landscape Department
Intellectual Property.

The Respondents then stated that they needed to "secure the IP" as collateral for the loan
and that the server would need to imaged. When HZSC Realty questioned whether a copy of
the of the server would be sufficient, Mr. Zhang told them he wanted everything, including
"Scott's funny business." (Id., p. 15) The server was imaged and the image taken to the
offices of HZS Shanghai.
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Next, Mr. Zhang asked HZSC Realty board attendees

to agree not to work for Mr. Hostetler

or any entity he created or was associated with. Faced with a desperate financial situation
HZSC Realty agreed, and a Board Resolution to that effect was signed later. Finally, Mr.
Calleon asked specifically

whether the Respondents

were going to pay Mr. Villafranca for

the two months in back salary he was owed while working for HZSC Realty. He was told by
the Respondents

the amount due to him would need to come out of the loan proceeds. Mr.

Villafranca testified at the Hearing that, even though he went to work for HZS, he never was
paid for those two months of back salary.

On March 3, 2015, Mr. Studer notified HZSC Realty by letter that HZS would "no longer be
able to support our long running business relationship
foreseeable future." (Claimant,
forward any additional

with HZSC as consultant into the

Exhibit 12) The letter also stated that HZS would not

funds to HZSC Realty. Mr. Calleon testified:

"1 and the other Filipino directors and officers of HCSZ RC felt betrayed. We
felt that they took advantage of our difficult situation, our desperate need,
and our lack of complete understanding of the ownership and value of the IP.
It became evident that Runzhou and Craig simply wanted the fP that HZSC RC
stored in its server, to force us to cut all relationships with Scott and Livia
Hostetler, and that they had no intention to support HZSC RC." (Claimant
Exhibit 52 at paragraph 22, p.?)
Claimant's

prayer for damages in the closing statements of the Hearing is for $1,000,000

reasonable royalty damages for the personal intellectual
an additional $2,000,000

in

property of Mr. Hostetler, and for

in punitive damages. Respondents have argued that they did not

know there was any personal intellectual property of Mr. Hostetler on the HZSC Realty
server and that no damages are due.

5. Failure to fulfill obligations with respect to the liabilities of the Landscape
Department
Section l1(d) of the Settlement Agreement provided "HZS Shanghai shall retain ownership
of all other Landscape Department assets and liabilities". At the time of the Settlement
Agreement an outstanding receivable in the amount of approximately $257, 000 was due to
HZSC Realty to cover employee salaries and other operational costs which had not been
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paid for several months. Mr. Hostetler testified that this was discussed

and it was agreed

that the Respondents would accept this liability along with other liabilities of the
Landscape

Department.

This amount, according Mr. Calleon and Mr. Villafranca, was never

repaid. As described above, Respondents
was responsible

told the HZSC Realty employees

that the Claimant

for paying these accounts receivable, but there is no evidence to support

this in any of the documentation

and the Settlement Agreement is clear on its face.

Defamation
The Claimant has alleged that Respondents defamed Mr. Hostetler in several ways:
1. Mr. Han Yu testified as described above, that at two separate HZS company meetings
Mr. Zhang stated tt ••• Only Hostetler the law and rule breaker who lied to you all and
caused this company and HZSC their financial difficulty is gone." (Claimant Exhibit
51, paragraph 10)
2. In a separate conversation with Mr. Han Yu, Mr. Zhang called Mr. Hostetler a "total
f*ck-up" and a "scoundrel" and "deliberately cruel and evil". (Id., paragraph 12)
3. On the recording and in the written transcript of the October IS, 2014, board
meeting also described in sections 2 & 3 above, Respondents called Mr. Hostetler a
liar, a cheater, and a perjurer among other epithets. (Claimant Exhibits 4 and 5)
4. In the context of the lost Harbin China Merchants contract, Mr. Zhang and Ms. Deng
told the client that Mr. Hostetler had never designed any landscape projects for HZS
but was merely the face of the company for marketing purposes. (Claimant Exhibit
46 and testimony of Mr. Hostetler)
The Claimant contends that these false and malicious statements regarding his trade and
profession, constituted defamation per se for which Georgia law infers damage, without any
proof of actual damages. See O.e.G.A. section 51-5-4.

The Respondents do not address statements made to the Harbin China Merchants client or
other prospective clients, but they do argue that all of the other statements were subject to
the intra-corporate exception in that they were made in internal meetings or among fellow
board members, and they further argue that these board members had reason to receive
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the information

and statements made by the Respondents. They also note that in their

opinion, all comments made were either non-actionable or true. The Claimant does not
agree and points out that the intra-corporate privilege does not apply to any oFMr.
Hostetler's clients or to the HZSC Realty board. The Claimant notes that Mr. Zhang's
testimony on February 12, 2016, made it clear that HZSC Realty was a separate company
"They are not part of HZS .. .it is not HZS company." Also as Claimant notes the privilege
would fail in these circumstances

because "not all intra-corporate statements come within

the exception, only those statements received by one who because of his duty or authority
has reason to receive these the information."

Scouten v. Amerisave Mortgage Corp., 283 Ga.

72, 73 (2008). In most cases applying the rule, intra-corporate means among officers or
employees having a direct duty and authority to know the information.

Claimant further states that even assuming, for the purposes of argument, the Respondents'
statements to the HZSC Realty board could be intra-corporate, the privilege still would not
apply because there was no legitimate business necessity to malign the Claimant's
character to the board. They had no reason to be told about separate litigation let alone an
accusation

of criminal perjury. In the opinion of the Claimant, the sole purpose of

Respondents'

statements to the board was to advance their plan to circumvent their

obligations under the Settlement Agreement.

Claimant's prayer for defamation is $3,000,000 with an additional $3,000,000 in punitive
damages.

Tortious Interference
It is the Claimant's

position that the Respondents were determined

to undermine

Claimant's efforts to establish a new business in China after his departure
Tortious interference with business relationships

from HZS.

was just one of their strategies.

The Claimant noted that evidence presented at the Hearing identified several relevant
existing and prospective contractual and business relationships:
1.

HZS's contractual

relationship

with HZSC Realty;
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2.

Mr. Hostetler's prospective

business with potential clients such as the Harbin China

Merchants project;
3.

Mr. Hostetler's relationships with HZSC Realty officers and employees; and

4.

Mr. Hostetler's

In their Post-Hearing

prospective

business relationships

Brief, Respondents

with HZSC Realty.

stated:

"For a claim of tortious interference with contractual or business relations, a
plaintiff may only recover upon proof of each of the following elements:
(1)improper action or wrongful conduct by the defendant without privilege;
(2) the defendant acted purposely and with malice with the intent to injure;
(3) the defendant induced a breach of contractual obligations or caused a
party or third parties to discontinue or fail to enter into an anticipated
business relationship with the plaintiff; and (4) the defendant's tortious
conduct proximately cause damage to the plaintiff."

(Northeast Ga. Cancer Care, LLC v. Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Ga., lnc., 297 Ga.
App. 28, 33,676 S.E.2d 428 (2009) (quoting Dalton, 270 Ga. App. At 208-09).
While Respondents have argued that one must be a stranger to a relationship before any
charge of tortious interference can be made Atlanta Mkt: Ctr. Mgmt., Co. v. McLane 269 Ga.
App. 604, 609, 503 S.E.2d. 278, 283-84 (1998), ("in other words all partys[sic] to an
interwoven contractual arrangement are not liable for tortious interference with any of the
contracts or business relationships"), it is Claimant's position that evidence presented in
the Hearing established that Respondents intentionally interfered with relationships 2, 3,
and 4-relationships to which Respondents were strangers.

Tortious interference "encompasses interference with a prospective business relationship
as well as existing ones[.]" Hayes v. Irwin, 541 Supp. 397, 429 (N.D. Ga. 1982) afld 729
F2d.1466 (11th Cir. 1984). Tortious interference may be established "by showing a general
malicious intention to harm the plaintiffs business or drive the plaintiff out of business."
Alta Anesthesia Associates of Georgia, P.e. v. Gibbons, 245 Ga. App. 79, 84 (2000).

It is Claimant's position that Respondents maliciously interfered with Mr. Hostetler's (not
HZS's) existing and prospective relationships, as discussed previously herein, to harm him
and defeat his ability to compete. Claimant emphasizes that although HZS remained free to
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continue to contract with HZSC Realty, Respondents

prevented

Claimant from engaging in

any separate, new business relationship with HZSC Realty.

Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
The Claimant alleges that the Respondents have violated not only provisions of the
Settlement Agreement but also the duty of good faith and fair dealing that exists in every
Georgia contract. "Every contract imposes upon each party a duty of good faith and fair
dealing in its performance and enforcement." Brack v. Brownlee, Ga. 8818, 820 (1980).
"Good faith' is a shorthand way of saying substantial compliance with the spirit, and not

merely the letter, of a contract" Fisher v. Toombs Cnty. Nursing Home, 233 Ga. App 842,84546 (1996), See also O.e.G.A. Section13-4-20.

The Respondents maintain that they complied with every obligation under the Settlement
Agreement including the mutual statements on separation. They note that the Settlement
Agreement did not contain a non-disparagement clause nor did it" ... otherwise prohibit,
restrict, or dictate the content of other communications concerning Hostetler's departure
from the firm." (Respondents' Pre-Hearing Brief, p. 6.)

The record may tell a different story with respect to the Respondents' performance of their
contractual obligations. Within days after returning to Shanghai, Mr. Zhang made
disparaging remarks to HZS employees in two larger meetings, stating in effect that Mr.
Hostetler was " ...the law and rule breaker who lied to you all and caused this company and
HZSC their financial difficulty is gone" and also told Mr. Han Yu, who was an HZS Marketing
Manager, that Mr. Hostetler was a "F'ck-up" and "a scoundrel" and "deliberately cruel and
evil". (Claimant Exhibit 51, paragraph 12) According to sworn affidavits, testimony, and
recorded board minutes, the Respondents told HZSCRealty employees that Mr. Hostetler
was responsible for the unpaid accounts receivable due to HZSC Realty for work performed
for HZS, and not HZS as provided under Section 11(d) of Settlement Agreement.
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Moreover, the Respondents

are alleged to have violated the confidentiality

provisions of

the Settlement Agreement as well as Section l1(d), when they told the HZSC Realty
directors

that:

G

Hostetler got "rich" as a result of the Settlement Agreement and HZSC'swork;

o

Hostetler had received enough money to support HZSC Realty;

o

Hostetler, not HZS, was liable for the unpaid accounts receivable due to HZSC Realty;
and

o

Hostetler had cheated and lied to HZSC Realty, and to the court in the U.S. prior to
the Settlement Agreement.

At the Hearing, both Messrs. Zhang and Studer testified that prior to that October 2014·
board meeting neither had checked to find out what amount actually was due to HZSC
Realty. They nevertheless proceeded to offer to "help" HZSCRealty out of its financial
difficulty by making a loan of$2S0,OOO to HZSC Realty (secured by taking all of the
intellectual property contained on the HZSC Realty server), and promising to provide a
stream of projects to HZSC Realty in order to enable it to repay the loan, when in fact it was
the obligation of HZS to pay the accounts receivable. Mr. Zhang testified that he was
shocked that Mr. Hostetler did not want to take his team from HZSC Realty with him. Mr.
Zhang demonstrated in his testimony that he valued employee loyalty, incentivized his
employees with bonuses, and rewarded long term employees with Rolex watches. He was
repulsed by what he saw as Mr. Hostetler's lack of respect for Chinese culture and
stinginess on the occasion where he refused to buy his staff moon cakes for the Autumn
Festival. That is understandable, but in agreeing to the terms of the Settlement Agreement,
the Respondents were obliged to take both the assets and the liabilities of HZSC Realty that
included accounts receivable for the work of the HZSC Realty team.

Furthermore, evidence has been introduced to suggest that HZS may have interfered with
potential business relationships between the Claimant and HZSCRealty and between the
Claimant and potential clients. Consequently, it is possible that Respondents' performance
of their contractual obligations may not have met the standard for good faith and fair
dealing under Georgia law.
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Arbitrator's Conclusions and Findings
Having reviewed the evidence and considered the testimony of the witnesses, I find as
follows:

Although Respondents did fulfill many of their obligations under the Settlement
Agreement, including obligation to purchase all of the Claimant's right, title, and interest in
HZS, there were violations of some obligations under the Settlement Agreement which, in
some cases, gave rise to tort claims.

There is a concerning pattern of troubling and disingenuous conduct by the Respondents
following the Settlement Agreement with respect to certain obligations. r have concluded
that the Respondents collaborated in a variety of tactics and plans to delay the registration
of a new company by Mr. Hostetler in his own name in English and Chinese characters; to
destroy his relationship with his long established team at HZSC Realty, and indeed to drive
that company out of business; to take the intellectual property contained on the HZSC
Realty server not necessarily for their own use but rather to deprive Mr. Hostetler of
something of value; to interfere, in some cases tortiously, with potential business
relationships of Mr. Hostetler to deprive him of new clients and to disrupt or destroy
relationships with old clients or colleagues; and to malign and denigrate his professional
reputation and standing among his peers, former employees, colleagues and past or
potential clients. I do not know why men of such talent, success and standing as the
Respondents would behave in this manner.

1. Failure to "immediately commence reasonable efforts" to remove Mr.
Hostetler's name in English and Chinese characters from any public
identification of the HZS entities, and continued use of his name and brand.
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The Claimant has argued that the process of releasing his name and his brand from
the old name of HZS was too slow; that "time was of the essence" and that the
Respondents'

delay caused him to lose not only valuable time in registering his new

company and being able to enter a very competitive

landscape design market in

China, but also to lose new clients and new projects. While I disagree that "time was
of the essence"-it was not in any legal sense-[ do find that Mr. Zhang took his time
to focus on what was most important for his new company, and indeed group of
companies, and not on the importance of "immediately
efforts" to release Mr. Hostetler's
association

commencing reasonable

name in English and Chinese characters from his

with HZS.

Mr. Zhang had every right to restructure his companies, to create companies, to gain
from his study of Chinese history and culture, to consult with Feng Shui experts and
take the advice of monks and others to decide on what and how to name his
companies;

however he did not have the right to do this wholly at the expense of his

obligations

under the Settlement Agreement.

He could have arranged smoothly for

a name change in two weeks technically, and in a month reasonably. After all, he had
since September
himself

8,2014, at least to start thinking about new names. Mr. Zhang

knew how important it is to have the full registration

actually conduct business.
cannot be conducted

process completed

to

Business in China (and indeed in many jurisdictions)

with office space, business

cards and letterhead alone. Filing

an application to change the name ofHZS in English and Chinese characters on
December 25,2014,

simply was too slow to comply with both the spirit and the

letter of the Settlement
conduct

Agreement,

especially when taken in context of other

of the Respondents.

With respect to Mr. Hostetler's

other claims regarding signage that was not removed

quickly (some of which remains today), or webhosting

services where HZS's

addresses, names, photos or images were not changed in a timely fashion (some of
which remain uncorrected today), it has been difficult to determine from the
evidence and testimony whether this was just carelessness,
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or lack of direction to

complete the job, or whether these omissions were intentional.

In any event, I find

that the Respondents should complete this removal for all items within their control
or otherwise pay compensation.

Frustrating historical references unfortunately

will

remain for some years to come.
With respect to Claimant's

prayer with respect to lost projects and unpaid

receivables as a result of delays win his company registration and interference

by

the Respondents and/or their agents, I find that Claimant is entitled to
compensation

as set forth in this Final Award.

Also, the continued maintenance
Architecture

Design Co., Ltd.,

of a Chinese company, Shanghai Hao Zhang Si

_t.fflt* 5K}iH~1j(i)ti-I-1if~~0iiJ is surprising and

not in keeping with Mr. Zhang's obligations under the Settlement Agreement.
Although Mr. Zhang has testified that this company is not very active, 1 nevertheless
find that the name is to be changed to remove the "Hao" character

*

within 30

days of the receipt of this Final Award.

2. Violation of the confidentiality provision.
Based on the evidence presented, , find that the Respondents did violate the
confidentiality provisions of the Settlement Agreement, most notably when
discussing the Settlement Agreement with HZSC Realty employees in the October
18, 2014, board meeting. Although J note that Mr. Studer tried to be somewhat
circumspect, not only was confidentiality violated but the obligation to pay the
accounts receivable due to HZSC Realty was attributed to the Claimant and not to
the Respondents as was actually the case under the Settlement Agreement. This was
inaccurate and I believe designed to unfairly further weaken the relationship
between Mr. Hostetler and HZSC Realty.

3. Statements upon separation.
The Parties agreed upon mutual statements upon separation and yet within days, in
some cases, Respondents allegedly made defamatory statements using derogatory
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and inflammatory language, and blamed Mr. Hostetler for a number of financial
problems.

The Respondents

claim that they fulfilled their obligations by issuing the

agreed upon statements and that then they were free to say whatever they wished.
They note that there was no non-disparagement

clause in the Settlement

Agreement, and this somehow gave them license to diminish and demean Mr.
Hostetler's

reputation and to publish their own story about their relationship and

his departure from the firm. I think that a reasonable person would find this to be an
overly narrow reading of their obligations,

and inconsistent with the purpose of

making mutual agreed statements.

While Respondents

correctly state" .. .it was a practical necessity

for both sides to

discuss their professional separation in future dealing with clients and prospective
clients", (Respondents Pre-Hearing
license to disclose confidential
professional

Brief, p. 6) [ cannot agree that this gives them

matters, misconstrue obligations, and disparage the

abilities and character of the Claimant. Initially, statements were made

to groups of employees, and to one employee in particular
conversation.

in a one-to-one

Later, statements were made to at least some potential clients for Mr.

Hostetler's new business. In addition, doubts have been raised as to whether the
agreed upon notices to current Landscape Department clients actually were sent or
at least sent to everyone. In at least one instance, discussed above with respect to
the Xuzhou project, a client was not told of Mr. Hostetler's
2015. (Testimony

of Mr. Gustavo Leitenberger)

departure until April of

[ find that this conduct violated the

spirit and failed to meet the obligation embodied in issuing such statements.

4. Defamation.

As discussed above, after the Settlement Agreement had been signed, groups of HZS
employees, and an individual employee, were told that Mr. Hostetler was a rule
breaker and liar who had caused financial trouble for the Landscape Department
and that, with him gone, the company's future was strong. Respondents argued that
these statements were true, and even ifnot true could not be defamatory because
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they were privileged as intra-corporate

communications

under Georgia law. To the

contrary, 1 agree with the Claimant that these communications
individuals

were not made to

who had the duty or authority to receive such information. Similar

statements also were made during the recorded board meeting of HZSC Realty in
October 2014, but in this instance the statements, as discussed in previous sections,
were more detailed and specific; Mr. Zhang stated that Mr. Hostetler had lied to the
judge in the U.S. court and had been caught doing so by the Respondents. The record
does not indicate that Mr. Hostetler ever was found guilty of perjury.

With respect to the truth of allegations relating to perjury, I have reviewed
testimony from both the Respondents and the Claimant, and related Exhibits
[including

filings made in litigation (Claimant Exhibit 77 and Respondents Exhibit

201), which preceded the Settlement Agreement and this Arbitration, related to the
use of Chinese Design Institutes and the production

of construction

documents] and

I have not reached a conclusion that the statements are true.

Lastly, at least one potential client also was told, among other things by Mr. Zhang
and/or his agents, that Mr. Hostetler never had done any of the designs on previous
projects for that client and only had been the face of HZS for marketing purposes.
Having reviewed Mr. Hostetler's

testimony and related Exhibits, (Claimant

Exhibit

70) 1 find this is untrue and defamatory on its face. Therefore I find that the
Respondents have made defamatory remarks as indicated above and specifically,
with respect to allegations of perjury, have impugned and harmed Mr. Hostetler's
reputation for which he is entitled to compensation.

5. Failure to fulfill obligations with respect to liabilities of the Landscape
Department.
I conclude that the testimony establishes that accounts receivable due to HZSC
Realty in the amount of approximately
responsibility of the Respondents

$257,000 remain unpaid and are solely the

pursuant
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to Section 11(d) of the Settlement

Agreement.
employees

Respondents should pay this amount due to HZSC Realty and its former
immediately.

Respondents

6.

[ find that Claimant shall be indemnified by the

and each of them for any portion of this liability.

License to use Landscape
misappropriation

Department

Intellectual

Property and

of personal intellectual property.

Under the Settlement Agreement, Claimant is granted a non-exclusive royalty-free,
perpetual license to use the Landscape Department Intellectual
testimony,

Property. In his

Mr. Zhang testified that all requests for such intellectual

property should

be submitted to him for approval and he would order the requested material to be
made available. I find this to be an unworkable arrangement
is generally contemplated

and certainly not what

when such licenses are granted. [ find that Mr. Hostetler is

entitled to a complete copy of the Landscape Department Intellectual Property to be
used in the manner normally contemplated

With respect to the alleged misappropriation

by the grant of such licenses.

of Mr. Hostetler's

property and trade secrets, testimony has established

personal intellectual

that such personal intellectual

property was on the HZSC Realty server which was imaged by the Respondents, and
should be on the server which is in the care, custody and control of Mr. Zhang's
counsel. As Respondents have no right to such property, [ find that Mr. Hostetler's
personal intellectual

7. Tortious
Following

property is to be returned forthwith.

Interference
the Settlement Agreement, Respondents

took a number of actions which,

when examined in the round, I believe were designed to keep HZSC Realty going just

until:
o

any required services were received from them; and
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01

the intellectual property on the I-ESC Realty server was imaged and taken to
Shanghai; and

o

HZS had secured an exclusive arrangement with HZSC Realty under duress
which would preclude any further working relationship with the Claimant.

In addition, testimony from Mr. Hostetler indicates that in at least three potential
business relationships, the Harbin China Merchants project, the CIF! Shanghai Villa
project, and the Suzhou Yanke project, Respondents and/or their agents appear to
have interfered with these relationships with a view of preventing a contract award
to Mr. Hostetler on the basis of information which was false or known only to
themselves.

I conclude that it is more likely than not that this was wrongful conduct by the
Respondents without privilege, which caused the potential clients to fail to enter
into a contract with the Claimant and that this tortious conduct was the cause of
financial loss to the Claimant, at least in the Harbin Merchants project.

8. Good faith and fair dealing
Based upon the testimony from numerous witnesses and the pattern of willful
misconduct which has emerged throughout this arbitration, I find that Respondents'
conduct failed to meet the standard of good faith and fair dealing under Georgia law
as discussed herein.

9. Punitive Damages
I have given careful consideration to the award of punitive damages which were
requested by the Claimant. In light of the law of Georgia, which provides that they
only may be awarded in such tort actions where it is proven by "clear and
convincing evidence that the defendant's actions showed willful misconduct, malice,
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fraud ... ", (O.c.G.A. 51-12-5.1)
Respondents,

and I conclude that the wrongful actions of

although intentional and without remorse, do not meet this standard.

Costs and Expenses Including Attorney Fees
The Settlement Agreement, in Section 33, provides that:
"In any action or proceeding brought by a Party to enforce any provision of
this Settlement Agreement, the prevailing Party shall be entitled to recover

the reasonable costs and expenses incurred by it in connection with that
action or proceeding, including, but not limited to attorneys' fees."
At the close of the Hearing both Parties exchanged, submitted, and stipulated as to their
respective attorney fees as well as their other costs and expenses, including the cost of the
Arbitrator. As a result of this Final Award, I find that the Claimant, as the prevailing Party, is
entitled to recover his reasonable costs and expenses including attorney fees associated
with this Arbitration.

Final Award
For the reasons set forth above I hereby Award as follows:
1. Removal of Mr. Hostetler's name in English and Chinese characters-signage
Respondents, at their cost, shall remove from any property, whether owned, rented
or leased by Respondents and/or their agents and regardless of whether seen or
used by their employees or any members of the public, any remaining signage or
usage of Mr. Hostetler's name in English or Chinese characters, his photograph,
and/or images of any of his built work which are not Landscape Department
Intellectual Property, within 21 days from the receipt of this Final Award. Proof of
such removal shall be provided to Claimant. Failure to do so shall result in the
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payment of the sum of$25,OOO to Claimant no later than 30 days from the receipt of
this Final Award.

2. Removal of Mr. Hostetler's name in English and Chinese characterselectronic or printed
Respondents, at their cost, shall remove from any electronic or printed material
created or used by HZS any remaining references to Mr. Hostetler's name in English
or Chinese characters, his photograph, and/or images of any of his built work which
is not Landscape Department Intellectual Property within 21 days from the receipt
of this Final Award. Proof of such removal shall be provided to Claimant. Failure to
do so shall result in the payment of the sum of $25,000 to Claimant no later than 30
days from the receipt of this Final Award.

3. Delay in the removal of Mr. Hostetler's name in English and Chinese
characters from HZS and interference with business relationships
Respondents jointly and severally shall pay to Claimant with respect to the accounts
receivable for the Skyocean project the sum of $38,363 which is equivalent to 15%
of the amount outstanding in Yuan converted at the rate of 6.193; and with respect
to lost contracts for the Harbin China Merchants contract the sum of$200,226
which represents the amount of the design fee in Yuan converted at the rate of
6.193. Such amounts shall be paid within 14 days of the receipt of this Final Award,
and shall accrue interest for the period from April 25,2015, to February 12,2016
(293 days) atthe rate of7%.

4. Return of personal intellectual property
At Respondents' cost, Mr. Hostetler, his counsel, and a technical firm of his choice
shall be given access to the server sent from HZS (Shanghai), to the offices of ArnalJ
Golden Gregory in Atlanta, Georgia, for the purpose of imaging and restoring the
files contained therein within seven days of the receipt of this Final Award. To the
extent any personal intellectual property of Mr. Hostetler is found in those files,
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such personal intellectual property shall be imaged by him, for his exclusive use, and
no image of those files shall be retained or used in any way by Respondents.
files in the possession of HZS which contain such personal intellectual
be

Any

property shall

overwritten under the supervision of the Claimant, his counsel, and a technical

advisor.

5. License to use Landscape Department Intellectual Property
At Respondents' cost, Mr. Hostetler shall be provided, within 21 days of receipt of
this Final Award, with a complete copy of all Landscape Intellectual Property
contained on the server sent from HZS (Shanghai) as well as Landscape Department
Intellectual Property located on any other server, to use in accordance with the
license granted under the Settlement Agreement.
6. Defamation
Respondents jointly and severally shall pay the sum of $250,000 to Claimant in
respect of their defamation of Claimant within 14 days of the receipt of this Final
Award.

7.

Change the name of Shanghai Hao Zhang Si Design Company, Ltd.
Respondents shall change the name of Shanghai Hao Zhang Si Design Company, Ltd.
J:'ifI]:~

5{Ui!Ht1"jt l..1HI-f-j ~~ 0- iiJ to remove the "Hao" character within 30 days

from the receipt of this Final Award and shall provide evidence of the name change
to the Claimant. Failure to do so will result in the payment of the sum of$25,000 by
Respondents to Claimant.

8. Costs and expenses
Claimant as the prevailing Party shall be entitled to recover the reasonable costs and
expenses incurred by it.
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9. This Final Award is in complete settlement of all claims presented to the Arbitrator
for determination
Place of Arbitration:

in this proceeding.

Atlanta, Georgia.

Final Award Dated: March 25,2016
Corrected Final Award Dated: April 8, 2016
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Arbitrator
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